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About This Game

In this sequel to The Great Tournament, continue your quest to defend the kingdom of Magincia. Play as a Knight, Lord, or
Prince in this medieval fantasy where every choice you make affects the story. Lead armies in battle against powerful foes or

use diplomacy to resolve conflicts.

The Great Tournament 2 is a 300,000 word interactive low fantasy novel by Philip Kempton, where your choices control the
story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

 Character generation and random events ensures no one game is the same.

 Play as a devoted knight, honorable lord, or ruthless tyrant.

 Multiple storylines with over a dozen different endings.

 Use diplomacy or war to resolve global conflicts.

 Raise and train an army to defend the kingdom.

 Conqueror territories and expand your kingdom.
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 Manage village and kingdom finances.

 Fight waves of barbarian armies in Survival Mode.
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It crashes, glitches, no storyline, bugs. You only earn hp pots and mana pots for loot as far as I played it. You also have these
boring puzzle challenges in some parts of the map which are easy. I kinda wish I didn't buy this. Sorry developer.. You should
switch to and download OBS.

This has much less customization and optimization than most free recording software, the framerate upon using this in game
drops exponentially, It should only drop 5 or so frames but it usually drops 20 or more. This does seem to work better than
Nvidia Shadowplay, however, this software tends to crash more. I bought this back when It cost five USD, now it costs $40?
Honestly I wouldn't recommend this even if It were free, as their are many more, better free recording programs out there. Don't
be me and use this for 68 hours before finding OBS.. Bentley's are some pretty lit vehicles. WHEN I SWIPE THERE IS A
RAINBOW. Best naval warfare game so far, better than world of warships by far, ui needs some polishing but overall very good
game, reminds me of Navyfield, my beloved game. Indie horror game made in unity. I didn't expect much and I didn't get much.
Pretty bland but playable.. What a great way to show the evolution of a game.

They took the original prototype for the game, and mixed in a behind the scenes look at how the game(s) came about.

Your goal is to find pages throughout the game by avoiding obstacles, and making your way from one level, to the other without
dying.

A first person platformer with quite impressive graphics, and audio, especially for a prototype game.
Having said that, this is a prototype, so some areas may feel less impressive than others, where graphics are concerned, but it
does not take anything away from the gameplay, which is quite solid.

Definitely worth checking out, especialy considering that it is Free.

Don't take my word for it, and check out my video by clicking on the link.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9ayVptTeTdQ&index=45&list=PLGCO4EfbVB6XXoAnQMUJjoEh3c2BLfHx8. A
great expansion for a great game! I fell in love with halflings and these beautiful landscapes <3 Just buy it!. One of my favorite
games, nobody plays with me though
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Grindy free to play mechanics that requires you to farm the same levels over and over for powerups and unlockables.
This is borderline mobile tier trash, i cannot recommend.
. wont let me in the game any more it just shows a black screen now. I'm 43 minutes into this game and whilst there isn't much
to it - what there is, is fun. It reminds me a little of Smashbox Arena (please note: that is a superior game) in the way it plays
(movement) and the guns all seem to be on point with aiming. I would like to see more maps and more weapons though and - at
the moment - it is fairly quiet online. Thankfully you can set yourself up with some bots so at least you have a game to play even
if there is no one else around.. I just got my Vive and wanted to explore a relaxing enviroment. That's exsactly what I got, it's
happy, a little spooky but in a inviting way. The atmosphere makes it clear the game is glad to have you here. It's like going on a
imaginary adventure when your a kid, everything is so happy and at your own pace.

My recommendation is to not try to "beat" this game, instead take your time and enjoy it. There is no rush, and if you try to rush
through the game you'll be left with a source taste in your mouth because the game is so short. But if you instead really take
everything in you'll get a nice walk through a friendly cavern.
. Very chalenging and very fun!!
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